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USING A FACEBOOK PAGE FOR FOL’S

Your Facebook Page is a free way to reach your audience
Free and simple: Pages are free. It takes only minutes to create a Page, and they offer
several features to manage it. They are ideal for reaching out to a number of individuals
and organizations. One advantage of Facebook Pages is the ability to get a "vanity
URL", similar to your profile (eg, facebook.com/YOURNONPROFIT), so it's easier for
branding. Pages also have the advantage of getting access to some useful statistics
about your Facebook usage (called "Insights").
www.facebook.com/pages/create

1. Have a Strategy
What is your FOL hoping to achieve? What is your vision? What is your mission? What
are your goals?
Answering these questions will help you kick off your Facebook strategy creation
process.
Brainstorm with your team and note down:
1. Decide who will run your nonprofit Facebook account, whether that be one

person or several. Who will do most of the interacting?

2. Who are you trying to reach? Why do you exist? How do you serve them?

3. What are you trying to say and share? What’s your MISSION and VISION? Your

vision is the future you intend to create, your mission is the journey towards your
vision. Be compelling and memorable, evoke emotion and avoid generalities,
avoid buzzwords and jargon, keep it simple.
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SAMPLE OF MISSION AND VISION STATEMENT

Wild Tomorrow Fund is dedicated to the protection of threatened and endangered species and
the habitats they depend on for survival.
We want to ensure that the world that comes after us is a world in which a wild tomorrow is
possible.
We work on the ground in southern Africa and our vision is for a world in which wildlife
habitats are expanded and protected, and where existing reserves have the resources needed to
keep their animals safe.
Why it’s good:
Like many nonprofit organizations, Wild Tomorrow Fund combines its mission and vision
statements into one copy on their website.
While separating the vision and mission statements usually brings more clarity, Wild Tomorrow
Fund managed to combine them in a natural and smooth way.
Their vision is one of a world in which wildlife habitats are expanded and protected, and where
existing reserves have the resources needed to keep their animals safe and where existing
reserves have the resources needed to keep their animals safe.
What would make it even better:
This mission statement would be even more powerful if “how” was included.
Let’s follow the (very generic) formula for writing effective mission statements, which is:
Our mission is to ____(what)_____ for ___(who)______ by ___(how)______.”
By doing so, we can see that the “by (how)” element is missing from this otherwise great mission
statement.
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2. Take Care of Your Profile
Your Facebook profile represents your organization. It’s vital that your profile is
complete with a profile picture, a cover photo, a description, contact information, and
more.
Here is what you can do:
1. Make sure you are using a Facebook page for your nonprofit. It is against

Facebook guidelines for any organization to use a personal profile.

2. Select a username for your site that is as close as possible to your nonprofit’s

website URL.

3. Use your organization’s logo as your profile picture. Make sure it can fit neatly

into the small square and still be recognizable.

4. Complete the “About” section. Google grabs content from your About section, so

make sure you have completed all fields. Most important are your web address,
physical address, contact information, and keyword-rich description.
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Once you’ve created your page, Facebook will take you through a basic wizard to
fill out some information for your page. Once it’s done, there will be other
sections to fill out as well, so here’s the various sections you should fill out.
•

About – This section should include a brief description of your organization and
your cause. You’ll have the chance to put in the link to a website as well, so I
suggest adding a link to your primary site. Other social accounts go elsewhere.
You will also be asked whether your organization is a real organization or not;
this means is it registered as a nonprofit or is it just an informal organization.
Answer accordingly.

•

Profile Picture – Your profile picture is often just a picture of your logo, but you
can change it at will. A logo is a good place to start, until you know what your
fans like and what you can use as a display picture.

•

Cover Photo – You won’t be able to choose a cover photo until after the wizard
is complete, but you will want to create one quickly. A cover photo is like a cross
between a billboard and a banner image. It’s huge and it’s the first thing users
see when they visit your page. Make sure it’s high-res and compelling, ideally
having something to do with your cause.

•

Custom URL – Facebook gives you the opportunity to choose a custom URL for
your page, so people can visit www.facebook.com/yourorganizationname rather
than www.facebook.com/1193931992341, or whatever set of numbers they
assign to your account.

•

Add any additional moderators and admins you want. No one person can run
your entire Facebook presence. Unless you have a dedicated social media
specialist, that is. You probably don’t; that kind of thing is beyond most
nonprofits. Even so, having more than one moderator account or admin account
to manage things while the primary is out sick is perfectly viable.
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•

Make sure posting ability is turned on. This is a set of options in your page
settings. There will be “posting ability”, “tagging ability” and “replies” all in your
settings menu. Make sure they are all checked to allow people to use them. This
gives your users the maximum amount of ability to share your posts, comment on
your wall, and tag friends. Leave these on unless you find them being abused by
unscrupulous people, in which case either disable them or block those users.

•

Add Milestones. Milestones are significant events in the history of your
organization that get banners and descriptions in your news feed. More
importantly, they show up in the timeline on the right of your page, so users can
explore your history. If your organization has milestones – which can be anything
from foundation date to financial goals and audience numbers reached or
expansions to new locations – you should add them. This gives new users
something to explore other than the posts you make.

Once you have your page set up, you will have to publish it. If your page isn’t
published, you’ll see a big prompt for publishing it to make it visible to everyone.
Sometimes, Facebook publishes it when you’re done with the initial setup wizard.
This is fine, so long as you’re doing all of your setup in one sitting. (If you’re
planning a multiple-session setup, you’ll want to keep it unpublished until you’re
ready to have users find it.)
•

Like your page with your personal profile.

•

Invite friends to like your page.

•

Import your mailing list to invite via Facebook. Chances are, while you’ve
been running a website, you’ve set up an email newsletter. You can export your
mailing list as a CSV file through whatever email management program you use.
Take that file and upload it to Facebook, and the site will automatically crossreference the email addresses on it with addresses that have Facebook
accounts. It will then send invites to anyone on that list.
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•

Post a status update. You should have at least one message ready to greet
anyone coming to your page. It doesn’t have to be complex; a simple welcome
greeting will do. You can also create posts to link to your website and any other
important pages, in case anyone coming in wants to look through your minimal
message history.

•

Connect with any partners and organizations you interact with regularly.
Many nonprofit organizations have business relationships with sponsors, donors
or other nonprofits for mutual benefit. Look up any of those other organizations
on Facebook and add them as “friends” through your page. This will give you
some more networking and audience-building opportunities.

•

Join Facebook groups for non-profit promotion and sharing. Facebook
groups aren’t as potent as some other aspects of Facebook, but they’re generally
beneficial when you join the right ones. Look for groups that help promote and
organize nonprofits, specifically, and any groups that relate to your cause. Join
them if they’re active, and use them to promote your page in a socially interactive
way.

•

Link other social network accounts you run. If you have other organizations,
other pages, or accounts on Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, Pinterest, Instagram or
anywhere else, you can add links to those profiles in a supplemental about
section. This gives more exposure to each of them, as users follow your
Facebook and check to see if there’s any other sites they should know about.

Nonprofits are typically pressed for time, money and resources. This means you
generally don’t have the time to manage a Facebook page on your own, the
money to hire someone to do it all for you, or the resources to dedicate to doing it
either way. This makes it very tough to run a successful page, but there are free
tools you can use to help make it significantly easier.
•

Try to post several times a week, or daily, if possible. When you’re first
starting out, it’s important to get as much active exposure as possible, so people
will share your page and you’ll reach more people.
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•

Make sure to use images with your posts whenever possible. Facebook is a
very graphical site, and the people on it are very attracted to good images.

•

Links and images are good; plain text posts are bland.

•
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What would make this post better?
How about a few closeups and details of the desired basket to entice people into the
library to bid. You can post more than one photo. Follow up with in coming days
with other basket pictures and details.
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The same idea could be used here. Each couple of days highlight a different Gem!
Call to action.

•

Engage with your followers and respond to comments.
Create compelling content that your supporters will want to share with their
network.
Encourage your supporters to engage with you by asking questions in your
content.
Ask your supporters to take action on your Facebook posts, whether that’s
liking, commenting or sharing.
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How to Support/Promote Your FOL
1. Comment on the posts regularly, even if it’s just an emoji.
2. Share the Post
3. Instead of liking, use Emoji’s or WOW!

THESE LITTLE THINGS WILL HELP
THE PAGE BE SEEN AND INCREASE LIKES
AND FOLLOWERS ON FACEBOOK
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